INDUSTRY BEST PRACTICES

TO RUN YOUR BUSINESS ON A DAILY BASIS,

WHAT SERVICES DO YOU HIRE OUT
FOR YOUR COMPANY, AND WHY?

“I’m great at what I do—paring my clients with vendors that
can bring forth the vision and experience my clients want. I’m
also great at realizing what I don’t like to do or have time to
do. I subcontract bookkeeping/income and spending reports.
Although, I pay the bills. I have a design team I use
for my website and press, and I use an editor
to read through my press/script and information going out. I
like to have interns (high school/college age) do the grunt work
of social media, like setting up accounts and sorting through
photos. I do my own posting to ensure it’s done right.”
- JOANN MOORE, CWC, MWP™, CGWP, CSS, JOANN MOORE WEDDINGS,
VAIL, COLO.

“As soon as I was able, I began outsourcing my
accounting. I’ve never been particularly strong in math,
and I found that I was spending far too much time doing something that a professional could do in an hour. This freed up my
time considerably, and I was able to reallocate it to business
development.”

“We recently started using HoneyBook and are very
pleased with it. It helps us send out proposals and allows our
clients to sign and pay electronically. We use AllSeated
for our venue maps; it is easy to use. We use Eventbrite
for a lot of our nonprofit events and even our vendor lunches.
We use QuickBooks, which has really helped us to see
where the business is at and where it is going financially.”
- COLLEEN BAUER, FAIRY GODMOTHER—A WEDDING AND EVENT COMPANY,
BAKERSFIELD, CALIF.

“I have always had an external accountant do my
taxes—that is a specialist skill set. I would be doing myself and
my business a disservice to do it myself. I have always hired an
external branding expert, web designer, and printers, as that
is also too important, I think, to DIY. How can we expect our
couples to hire pros when we aren’t even doing that for our own
businesses?”

- BETHEL NATHAN, CEREMONIES BY BETHEL AND ELEVATE BY BETHEL, SAN DIEGO

“Services that I hire out are based on their expertise and professionalism in the following areas: Accounting—based
“One crucial thing I outsource is décor details—I’m
on financial guidance; social media/Internet
talking about special details that add personal touches. Sources marketing—time-consuming and allows me to take care
like Etsy are an amazing place to add handcrafted touches that of new businesses; marketing assistance—view
make the wedding different and special without driving the
wedding sites, resorts, and villas; interview local vendors and
client (or planner) into a DIY frenzy when their attention can
the opportunity to see their work. [That we know the quality of
be spent elsewhere.”
wedding businesses' work] is quite essential for our brides who
- TANYA COSTIGAN, TANYA COSTIGAN EVENTS, WESTFIELD, MASS.
depend solely on us.”
- MEGHAN ELY, OFD CONSULTING, RICHMOND, VA.

“We outsource our bookkeeper, accountant,
IT, and website/collateral design. These are
specialized skill sets that none in my office have. My staff
members are great project managers. My efforts are focused on
sales, marketing, and design; those are my core competencies.
We prefer to get it right the first time by outsourcing these
vitally important tasks to professionals so that we can concentrate our efforts on what we know best, event production.”
- MERRYL BROWN, PRESIDENT, MA, CWP™, MERRYL BROWN EVENTS, MONTECITO, CALIF.

- COLEEN “KIM” MORRISON, UNIQUE WEDDINGS AND TOURS, BROOKLYN, N.Y.

“Running the most popular officiant company in southern California doesn’t leave me much time for a life. I have to parse out
pieces of my business, not just for my sanity but also to make
sure an expert is handling it. I have a CPA do all of my accounting and payroll. I don’t want to see it except
for the two times we meet every year. I also use Ring Central
as my phone service, since its multi-functional service
platform has enabled me to streamline my calls, texting, and
virtual meetings. I utilize a cloud-based enterprise server for
my calendar and email. I have customized it so it
works almost flawlessly.”

“Being a business owner and a mom, I wear many hats and
things can get pretty crazy, so I’ve recently hired a virtual
- ALAN KATZ, GREAT OFFICIANTS, SAN DIEGO
assistant to take care of my administrative work.
It really helps balance things out, and now I can concentrate on
what I love—planning events.”
- MONIQUE HOGAN, MBA, MONIQUE HOGAN WEDDINGS AND SPECIAL
EVENTS, LOS ANGELES
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